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Campus Fest
swarms the
sidewalks
See photos of the chaos
that free food and
hundreds of groups
gathered together can
cause | Page 3

Iraqi officials ask
for continued
assistance
The Iraqi government

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Students tune in to a new year
By Tannen Glialta
Reporter

The College of Musical Arts held
a convocation Friday to formally
kick off the year.
Richard Kennell, dean of the
College of Musical Arts, greeted
students and faculty in Kobacker
Hall with words from the late
I iii-i.tiif> Pavarotti.
"Life in music is a life beautifully silent," Kennell said, quoting
Pavarotti.
Guest speaker and jazz musician Terence Blanchard encouraged students to lake advantage

of what the University has to
offer.
"You are extremely lucky
because you have a staff and
administration dedicated to
teaching. Don't waste this period
of your life. Leam and experience
with your peers," Blanchard said.
Blanchard also gave students
tips about how to succeed.
"There are things out there for
you, you just have to grab them,"
he said.
Blanchard stressed students
must be willing to work hard to
reach their goals and reminded them that "the devil's in the

details."
Rachel Blesch. president of the
Student Advisory Committee,
encouraged the audience to not
only participate in the classroom,
but also be involved in the many
organizations the College of
Musical Arts offers.
Students were encouraged to
deepen their musical experience
through the festival series.
Lizabcth Malanga, student
member of the Festival Series
Advisory Board, gave a preview
of musicians that will be coining
to campus throughout the year
and encouraged students to take

"The festival series is a great way to broaden
your musical taste by seeing different
musicals live."
Lizabeth Malanga | Festival Series Advisory Board member

advantage of the opportunity.
"The festival series is a great way
to broaden your musical taste by
seeing different musicians live,"
Malanga said.
The lazz lab Band I, directed by
Russell Schmidt, played two musical selections for the audience.

In the end, the convocation
got not only students and faculty
excited about the year, but also
Blanchard himself.
"You guys have unknowingly
reinvigorated my love for teaching
... you lit a fire under me again,"
Blanchard said.

said it was not ready
for U.S. troop
withdrawal yesterday
| Page 8

British couple
suspected in
child abduction
After finding blood in
then car. police named

Nutrition often overlooked on campus
despite abundance of healthy options

the disappearance of

By Ella Fowler
Reporter

their daughter | Page 8

Faith needs no
advertisement
A trip to the Holy
Land reveals much
about the diversity of
religions | Page 4

The top five
organizations
at Campus Fest
Of die hundreds of
different booths, our
columnists narrows
down the list to the
very best | Page 4

Men's golf ties
for first at Purdue
In the first match of the
season, two Falcons
shared a victory with
Michigan
i Page 5

Falcon football
fights hard
against MSI)
In a 28-17 defeat,
the team struggled
against the Spartans
all the way through to

NUTRITION RULES
Don't skip maalt: Skipping
meals will decreases a persons
metabolism and cause the
body to store food more often
Include ona fruit or vegatablc at oach maal: Fruits
and vegetables have protein,
vitamins and minerals, which
are good for the body. Plus, a
person needs five servings of
fruits or vegetables per day.
Practice portion control:
People are more Likely to
keep eating food when it is in
front of them, even if they are
full. Also, eat slowly: It takes 20
minutes for the bodv to realize
it is full.
Limit late night inackf: If a
person eats three to five times
per day. they will eliminate latenight cravings.
Choose your drinks wisely:
Water is always better than
pop: regular coffee is better
than a Starbucks mocha
Exercise: Go for a walk
instead of taking the bus. Get
up and get moving to relieve
stress and avoid gaining
weight.
Source: www.ynhh.org/online/
nutrition/advisor/nutritiorutOt.
html

the end | Page 5

Students have a lot on their
minds when they come to
college — classes, homework,
friends, parties — and for
many students, the element
furthest from their minds is
nutrition.
But eating healthily and
maintaining a healthy diet
is important and should be a

top priority on students' agendas. For many people, it is not
maintaining a healthy diet
that is the problem, but instead
finding healthy places to eat
on campus.
"Any of our dining facilities
on campus have good choices,
but it is a matter of choosing
and making the correct decisions," said Daria BlachowskiDrcyer, nutrition initiatives
manager for Dining Services.

MOLLY MAYKUT.
Junto,
English Education

I

•"Ignore the alluring
call of Starbucks"

| Page 4

TODAY
P.M.Showers
High: 75. Low: 55

TOMORROW
A.M. Showers
High: 71. Low: 47

Doyt L Perry Stadium holds
a maximum of 28,599 fans. It
would take three home games
to surpass the crowd the
Falcons played in front of on
Saturday.
At Spartan Stadium in East
Lansing, Mich., BG played in
front of a crowd of more than
65,000 people, with the exception of several empty seats
in both the lower and upper
bowls.
"I'm excited. I hate to say it
about the Doyt, but this is my
first football game in a big college stadium," said sophomore
Tom Streetman before the
game.
Bowling Green and East
Lansing are only 135 miles
apart, which made it easy for
many Falcon fans to travel
north and support the team.
It was easy to tell who was
friend and enemy Saturday as
BG orange stood out against a

Making the correct decisions about what to eat is based
on a wide array of factors, but
students need to pay attention
to what they're putting in their
mouths.
"If you choose to eat pizza
six times a week, then yeah,
you are going to gain weight,"
Blachowski-Drcycr said. "But
if you portion control your
. NUTRITION |

i2

27g of fat
2 cups of fruit

6 oz. of grain

2 1/2
cups of
vegetables

5.5 oz. of
meat

first taste of college football
By Saan Shapiro
Reporter

The Associated Press

3 cups of dairy

Saturday's game gives freshmen
What's something
students can do
to eat healthily on
campus?

By Aaron Beard

Dining Services offers portion control, food variety

the couple suspects in

but this is my first football game in a big
college stadium."
Tom Streetman | Sophomore

sea of Spartan green and white.
The Spartan crowd was almost
silenced when the Falcons
caused a scare in the first half
with a 14-7 lead.
The BG cheering section
didn't have the assistance of
the marchingband on Saturday
since it was the Michigan State
Marching Band's Alumni Day,
and the MSU alumni band
performed when the visiting
team normally would have.
"It kind of sucked because
we could have got a performance in at Michigan State,
but it was their alumni game,
so it was understandable," said
freshman trumpet player Tim
Steinke.

Despite the band's absence,
the BG cheering section was
loud throughout the game,
chanting "BG-SU, BG-SU." The
crowd even attempted to start
an "Ay-Ziggy-Zoomba" chant
after lyier Sheehan's six-yard
touchdown scramble in the
second quarter.
Despite the Falcons' 11point loss in a hostile stadium,
Saturday's game gave some
freshman fans their first experience with Division I football.
"The atmosphere at the stadium was electrifying. It was my
first great taste of college football, it left me looking forward
for more," freshman Daniel
Daily said.

DURHAM, N.C. — Former
Durham County prosecutor
Mike Nifong walked out of jail
Saturday morning after completing a 24-hour contempt sentence
imposed by a judge for lying to
the court about critical DNA evidence in the Duke lacrosse rape
case.
Nifong left the county jail
shortly after 9 a.m., where he was
greeted with cheers and applause
by a crowd of about 20 supporters
waiting for him in the lobby.
Astheydid Friday when Nifong
reported to jail, they surrounded
the disgraced and disharred
prosecutor as he moved through
a crowd of reporters to a waiting
car.
"Other than that, I just want to
go home and spend some time
with my family," he said, refusing
to speak with reporters who peppered him with questions during
his walk to the car.
The veteran prosecutor, who
spent his entire career as an
attorney in the Durham County
district attorney's office, won
indictments last year against
three Duke lacrosse players,
charging them with raping a
woman hired to strip at a March
2006 team party.
The players — Reade
Seligmann, Collin Finnerty and
Dave Evans — were declared
innocent earlier this year by state
prosecutors, who concluded
no crime could have occurred.
North Carolina Attorney General
Roy Cooper said the students
were victims of Nifong's "tragic
rush to accuse."
Nifong was later disbarred for
more than two dozen violations
of the state's rules of professional
conduct, including withholding
exculpatory DNA evidence.

Hurricane doesn't deter
vacationers from beach
By Mik. Bakar
The Associated Press

"I'm excited, I hate to say it about the Doyt,

N.C. attorney
leaves jail
amid cheers

HATTERAS, N.C. — Tropical
Storm Gabrielle made landfall yesterday on North
Carolina's Outer Banks,
packing 50 mph winds and
rain, but it wasn't enough of a
threat to scare vacationers from
the shore and surfers from the
beach.
"It's a lot rougher out the(e,
but this is what we look forward to every year," said Derek
Creekmore, 32, of Chesapeake,
Va., as he carried his surfboard
into tall, breaking waves near
Cape Hatteras. "We plan to stay
out here until we get tired."
Although Gabrielle strengthened slightly yesterday morning, it was a weak tropical storm
when its small center made
landfall along the Cape lookout
National Seashore around 11:45
a.m.
Forecasters said yesterday
afternoon it appeared that much
of the rain concentrated — well
to the south of the storm's center

— will miss the parched inland
coast.
"Some of it may work over
towards Hatteras, but the bulk
of the precipitation is going to
remain just offshore." said lames
Wingenroth, a meteorologist at
the National Weather Service
office in Newport.
While moving over Pamlico
Sound yesterday afternoon,
Gabrielle was expected to take a
sharp turn and reach Nags Head
around sunset before heading
back out into the Atlantic. At
5 p.m., the center of the storm
was about 30 miles southwest
of Kill Devil Hills, headed north
near 12 mph. Its maximum
sustained winds were close
to 50 mph, with stronger
gusts, and it was expected to
weaken slightly in the next
12 hours.
Forecasters kept a tropical
storm warning in effect for the
North Carolina coastline north
of Surf City through the Outer
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From Page 1
bod and are aware ol what you
pin on Mini IIIIKI, Mm can be
healthy."
Blachowski-Dreyer
added
many people don't ((insider
drinks when they are counting
calories or trying to maintain
their weight
"Starbucks. People don't ever
count Starbucks," she said.
"There arc some Starbucks
drinks where you could gel a
sandwich that lias less calories,
depending on what you put in
the drink.
Being nutritious and healthy
is watching what you eat For
example, il a person gets a salad
then layers il with bacon, eggs,
cheese and a ton of ranch dress
in^. that is nut eating healthily,
Blachowski llic\ei said.
Another aspect people must
ronsidei when eatjng is monitoring the weight or volume of
liiiidiin a plate.
"Volumetrics is a new way "i
eating," said Rebecca Pobocik,
associate professoi of nutrition.
"[People! have dune research
that slums when people get a
whole bunch of food, they find
people stop eating after they
have eaten a certain amount or

volume."

raisins,' Pobocik said. "Soup
is always a good thing to eat
because it contains water.
However, don't go for the soup
that has a cream) base, go for
the chicken noodle Isoupl."
Pobocik said people can
reduce their caloric intake In
25 percent If the] increase the
amount of water intake and
have a more satisfactory meal.
Hut monitoring the volume
of a diet is not the nnh wa) to
be nutritious or lose weight.
Students also \\ci\\ to wan h
theii portion sizes.
"I have had students complain
thai they are not getting enough
food from some dining halls,"
Blachowski Drcyer said. "We

use standard serving size. When
we dish up vegetables, they are
in standard portion size."
standard portion size is deter
mined In the food pyramid; I in
example, to gel one sen ing of
vegetables, the food pyramid
mandates that a person needs
(0 eat half a cup. This means
Dining Services uses a hall a
Clip when sen in;; vegetables to
students.
\noiliei important aspect
of maintaining a health)
nutritious die) is to cat through
out theday.
"Peoplewhoeal several small
meals a day weigh less then pen
pie who eal one or two meals.''

According to Pobocik, people
arc most satisfied when they
have eaten a certain volume of
rood. So, In help increase the
volume of your food, eat food
containing natural water or
juices.
"(in tin grapes instead ol

Pobocik said.
She added, however, that iliis
can be hard foi man) people.
but it is heiier in eai even three
meals a day than one or two.
Some students, like senior

BEACH

and Gov. Mike I asley put some
swift water rescue teams and
National Guard units on standby, officials didn't ordei any
evacuations,
it's going to be a good day
to st.n inside, il ,n all possible,'
said Dorothy Ionian, a spokes
woman Im Dare County. "We
certainly don't advise people
to go Into the ocean because
the rip currents are so severe,
and we hope In now that people
have made llieii preparations
and secured any loose items

Keri Shryock, alreadj follow
these nutrition guidelines.

JORDAN FIOWER
NUTRITION DECISIONS:

-HfBGNFVW

mlsindiooses loot) at the Union's food
'.illy stocked salad bar. The Union is only one
nters to offei healthy food options

"ft is a good idea to eat once

ever) foui hours," Shryock said
"Because il you don't, youi
metabolism will slowdown."
Tomaintainahealthy lifestyle,
ii is also important to exercise,
"Find a recreational activity
lhat interests you and do that for
fun," Shryock said
\( (Hiding in Pobocik, exet
,n do three things. First
exercising five tin es o week foi
:tti minutes a day can help pre
\cm chronic disease second.
exercising live limes a week
tin 60 minutes makes it easiei
to maintain one's weight and
prevent gradual weight gain.
I inally, exercising five times a
week for90 minutes< an lead to
weight loss.
I xercise doesn't necessarily
mean going tothestudent recre
ational centci and running live
miles on the treadmill, i ■
means getting lip and moving
around.
"Ihi- lexen ise can bi

out throughout theday, "Pobocik
said
tor example, walking
in and from class is a form of
exercise. It has been shown that
walking is an leffective way to
exercise] and it is easy to break
into segments."
This means when students
walk to their math or English
class, they are helping themselves maintain a healthy lifestyle.
Students who want help in
maintaining a nutritious diet
can contact the wellness (enter.
where they can beset up with a
dietitian or nutritionist on campus.
Overall, ID live a healthy lifest\li. students need to decide
how much it means to them.
fating healthily] is about
adapting to a whole new lifestyle," Blachovt ski Drcyer said.
I think college students need to
lind moderation and they have
to understand that this is all
possible within a healthy diet"

■
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CORRECTIONS
'■under
.) headline on page 5 of Fri
was incoiiectly attributed to a Ui ■

19, of

official. It was IJi.

I for
public urii

From Page'

.'0. of Kirtland.
1 for throwing a nui-

Willmqliani v.ho told I1 ■
"would like to see an addition ol'
to tl>e University shuttle route.

Hanks and to the Virginia border. A tropical storm warning
was also issued northward to
( ape t harles Light v.i., along
the \tlanlic Coast and a watch
remains in effect for the aiea
extending to \cw Point Comfort
peninsula. alonglheCliesapeake
Haw
Officials mostly preached caution as they waited forGabrielle
to arrive at the vacation hotspot
While the National Park Service
dosed all campgrounds on the
Cape Hatteras National Seashore

around their homes.'
[hat's what Kevin ( i inner. 10,
did yesterday, lifting el« tronii and other valuables ofl die floot

"We certainly don't advise people to go
into the ocean because the rip currents are
so severe, and we hope by now that people
have made their preparations and secured
any loose items around their homes."
of his Hatteras home, which
suffered tens ol thousands
dollars in flood damage when
Hurricane \le\ washed ashore
in 1001 Bui afterward, as the
storm approai hed, he still made
a trip to the nearby beach.

I here is a price to pay for
li\ ing in paradise, and this is
it," ( (inner said, pointing into
the wind at the incoming storm.
Hill il shouldn't be had We
plan on going about our da) as
usual.'

SIGN A LEASE AND RECEIVE A

I SIGN AN AUGUST TO AUGUST LEASE MOVE

$50 VISA GIFT CARD

I IN TODAY & PAY NO RENT UNTIL AUGUST

UNFURNISHED $299
UNFURNISHED $310
FURNISHED $324
FURNISHED $335
Stop by, take a tour, sign a lease and be entered
to win a 2008 spring break trip worth $500
•trip offer onty valid at the Enclave II

two swimming pools two hot tubs two computer labs game room with two
flat screen TV's, a pool table, a foosball table, and air hockey table Large
fitness center lounge with two pool tables and a flat screen TV
www.
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ABOVE: The Rock
Climbing Club offers
students the chance
to play with heights
as a fun activity at
Campus Fest

RWHT: Students
enjoy the mce weathei
and free lunch Friday
afternoon
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Students flock
to Campus Fest
for food, fun
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Students, faculty and staff came in packs to this year's AllCampus Picnic and Campus Fest on FridayAttendees enjoyed free food, games and entertainment.
More than 300 student organizations, campus departments, local merchants and volunteer agencies were on
site to provide information, handouts and games to support their causes, connect with students and recruit new
members.
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ABOVE; The University's annual Campus fest picnic allows students to
mingle and connect while exploring activities offered on campus.

Photos by Sarah Arndt, The BG News

Attention:
All former participants of the Q

BGSU Upward Bound ProgranXi
Educational Talent Search Program.

Every Monday
get a double order
of Chicken, Steak or
Combo Fajitas

(enough for two)
for just $12!
Frosty, 10 oz.
Top Shelf or Caribbean
Margaritas are

just $2.50*

Rossford • 9886 0ldeUS20 • 873.0696
Must bt at kail it ytan of ag« to consuma alcohol. Offer valid every Monday » a.m. to dot*. tz.y> marfaritas end at 9 p.m.

*

FORUM
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"If you choose to eat pizza six times a week, then yeah, you are going to gain
weight -Dana Blachowski-Dreyer, BGSU nutrition initiatives manager [see story, p. 1]

lib bl Kbfcl
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What's something students can do to eat healthily on campus? [see story, p. !]■
"Pack a lunch."

"Not go to as many

cant.

"Check the Vegan

I*

fast food restaurants,

Spot"

Have your own take on

and pick the healthiest

today's People On The

items on the menu."

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Lessons learned
from a pilgrimage

WEB SITE POLL
Q: If you drove home
for Labor Day weekend,
did you carpool?

| Yes: 36%

Once back at my hostel, I
climbed to the roof, where I
beheld the entire old city. I
could hear the shouting from
the Wailing Wall, the Muslim
call for prayer and the church
bell all at once. That's when I,
too, broke down and started
crying. I was seeing true faith
and belief in front of my eyes.

I ^ V ■ DAVID
^- -^

.

■

BUSCH

*«4. ~5L^B COLUMNIST
No: 5796

! No. but I tried to:

I Didn't think about

i it: 2%
Total votes: 53
I 17* BG News poll is not sci! entific and reflects the opin
I ions of only those Internet
.vho have chosen to
i participate. The results canI not be assumed to represent
i the opinions of Internet users
iial. nor the pubk as

MICHAEL WEK.MAH I THE BG NEWS
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The 5 best tables at Campus Fest

Last Friday, the University held
its annual picnic, Campus Fest.
There was free stuff everywhere,
and everyone loves free stuff.
You could spin a wheel and win
everything from a free burrito
to a pair of fuzzy dice. Different
organizations were handing out
cups, T-shirts and koozies as you
walked by. Needless to say, it was
a good day because everything
was free, including the food.
Bui as I was wandering around,
looking at all the different tables,
I decided to take a closer look
al all of the organizations at the
University. 1 lere is my top five, in
reverse order.
No surprise here, my fifth
choice from Campus lest
is the American Marketing
Association. When these guys
hand you a flier, you take it and
you like it. Their table wasn't
the best, but they made up for
it with knowledgeable people
handing out fliers and answering
all sorts of questions. This group
is a chapter of the national
American Marketing Association
organization. So what does that
mean for you and why should
you join it? Networking. This
group is nationwide and is a
great opportunity for anyone,
not just marketing majors, to get
their name out and network creative ideas with others. In addition, this group is here to help
you with your communication

Street? Or a suggestion for

VINCESPALLINO.
Junior. English Education

JAZMIN REYNOLDS.
Freshman. Pre-med

CLAYBRETZ.
Senior. English Education

CARRIE BROWNING.
Senior. English Education

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

skills. If you can't get your point
across in today's world, someone
else can, and more than likely,
they were a part of AMA.
Coming in fourth is BGSU
Intramurals. This also wasn't a
very flashy table, but there was
a lot of good information presented by enthusiastic people. I
found out that last year, around
7,000 University students participated in intramurals. And
why not? There is literally an
intramural for everyone. They
have comhole, ultimate frisbee. flag football, whiffleball,
dodgeball and 25 others. While
the weather is still good, most
of these intramurals are played
outside at the intramural fields
across the street from Kreischer
and in front of the football stadium. When the weather takes a
turn for the worse, don't worry,
because intramurals are moved
indoors to either the Perry
Field House or the Rec Center.
Intramurals are a lot of fun and
would have been higher on my
list, but there is a downside this
year — you have to pay to play.
But I was told the fees average
out to around S2 per person, so
it's still a pretty good deal.
My no. 3 organization is
like the Boy Scouts on the
I Ionian Growth I lormone —
BaseCampus. These guys don't
mess around, they go everywhere. BaseCampus goes on
hiking and camping trips across
the nation and even internationally. They take regular trips
to Hawking Hills and to other
camp sites in Ohio and surrounding states. last year during spring break, they explored
Texas and Mexico and saw some

"When these guys hand you a flier, you take
it and you like it."
amazing sites along the way. The
trip was also very affordable,
costing about $150. For anyone
that hasn't been on a spring
break nip before, SI50 might
get you to Virginia. Besides hiking and camping, BaseCampus
also helps out the environment.
Last year they helped keep
Wintergarden Park beautiful,
and this year they are planning a
"Clean Stream" program.
Now, you probably haven't
heard of my no. 2 pick, but it
was Very impressive at Campus
Fest The Student Alumni
Connection was spot on, giving
great information about its function and other free stuff. If your
resume only consists of fast food
employment or needs that little
something extra to get some
attention, you have to check out
SAC. In today's world of fierce
job competition, it always helps
to know someone in the know.
By being apart of SAC, you get to
network with University alumni
and take part in professionalism
workshops. This organization is
basically a "how to" on getting a
job after spending tens of thousands of dollars for a degree. SAC
gets you ready for the unpredictable world of the asphalt jungle
that everyone is going to have to
survive in one day.
The best organization at
Campus Fest should be no surprise to anyone. Every year, this
organization grabs everyone's
attention with huge banners
and rope climbing. This orga-

nization also provides detailed
information about itself from
the mouths of people that know
and care what they are talking
about. Of course. I'm talking
about the Outdoor Program.
These guys know how to have
fun. You can take a laid-back
canoeing trip down the Little
Miami. If tranquiliry doesn't
work for you and you need an
adrenaline rush, get in a raft
and go Whitewater raiting in
West Virginia. They offer two
trips to Hawking I lills, one for
rappelling and ascending down
cliffs, and another for horseback
riding. There are also multiple
backpacking trips scheduled
throughout the year. If you are
a skier or snowboarder and are
tired of riding the hill on the
golf course, get to the Outdoor
Program's office at Perry Field
House now. During winter
break, the Outdoor Program is
going to Breckenridge, Colo., to
shred the Rockies for five days
and six nights. The trip is a little
pricey (S650 — or $565, if you.
drive yourself), but face the
facts: You live in Ohio, and this
is an opportunity of a lifetime.
So get a job, save some money
and put your board to good use.
Because the only thing you will
regret when the snow falls this
winter is riding the wet hills of
Boston Mills or Brandywine.

I'm not Christian, Muslim or
even Jewish, but something
called me to the Holy Land. I
walked out of my hostel, still
shivering from my cold shower.
I did not know what to expect
of lerusalem that evening. It
was Shabbat, the lewish day of
rest. I first meandered through
the lewish quarter, where 1
heard the singing of prayers
before Shabbat dinner; and
although I couldn't understand
the language, there was something incredibly powerful in it.
It filled me with a strange, but
wonderful, peace.
I next found myself perched
on some steps in full view of
the Wailing Wall. Men in full
orthodox suits and beards hiding their necks joined the sea
of black by the wall. And then it
began: the shouting, the singing and the dancing. It was an
explosion of belief in front of
my eyes. Tingles crawled up
my spine. After awhile, some
men left the wall, and I glanced
at their faces that were still full
of tears. This was the power of
their faith and beliefs.
I next found myself wandering through the madness
of t he Arab corner. Hookah
smoke rose from every corner
like mini chimneys in the
ground, creating an aroma
of a fruit garden. Kids played
soccer in the middle of the
streets next to a stone wall
that is thousands of years old.
Women passed by in their
burqas, everything but their
eyes hidden.
Suddenly, a moan came
ringing through the city, as
if God were calling everyone
by name, including me. And
immediately the madness
stopped. People all around
bent down and started their
five bows toward Mecca, even
an old man of at least 90, his
bones cracking. My stomach
felt empty.
Heading home, I heard
the familiar toll of Christian
church bells, odd to me in this
ancient city so unlike home,
the power of each ring reverberating through every bone
and muscle in my body.

Send comments about this
column to tlienews@bgnews.com.

Why do I tell you this story?

This story came to me when
I walked by an Evangelistic
Christian at the Union recently. He pointed at me and said
if I didn't believe in lesus, I
would go to Hell. I also started
to notice all the different
signs for the churches around
Bowling Green. Since when do
we advertise for religion? In an
era of lihadist terrorist attacks,
extreme Evangelistic preachers and Mel Gibson, we tend
to forget what following one's
faith means.
Faith is not, like this man at
the Union, saying one religion
is better than another. Faith
is not a trend to advertise.
Instead, faith should give us
kindness and love, a yearning
for everyone to live a fulfilling
life.
There are many different
ways and paths to God. In
Arabic, "col wachad" means
"We are all one." This is what
we are, no matter what religion we follow or whether we
believe in God. As confused
souls wandering this earth,
we will never know the truth
about God until death calls us.
If, along the way, one religion
helps us get closer to God and
truth, then by all means, we
should follow it. But please
don't force your religion on me.
I choose to remember my
night in lerusalem, with
God's blood flowing through
its street to the hearts of all
her citizens.
Send comments about this
column to tlieneu'sQbgnews.com.
TOMORROW IN FORUM
Six years after Sept 11.
what should we take from
that day. given continued
world insecurity? Mwendah
M'Mailutha explores.
Columns from faculty columnist
Molly Laflin and from Brian
Kutzley.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor
■ E-mail us at thenewsuPbgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the full submission guidelines at the bottom of this
Page.

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

k

TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily with stories
from the paper and online extras.

BL0GGING
Browse through our Pulse, food and
technology btogs daily for updates
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MOVIES AND MUSIC
Each week the Pulse tells you where to
find the best new releases.

MULTIMEDIA
See a sHdeshow with highlights from
BG football's game against Michigan
Stale.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 500 words. These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

EM AIL SUBMISSIONS
attachment to thenews® bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing All letters are subject to
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printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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SIDELINES

SPARTANS 28, FALCONS 17

Here's to
learning

Not quite enough

experiences

FOOTBALL
Browns suffer
beating from rival
Steelers at home

EAST IANSING — Through two difficult games, the BG defense has shown
thiil they've made some definite strides
from last season.
One week ago against Minnesota,
the defense did all they could, but the
Gophers' power-running game of Amir
hnnix and Adam Weber caused a 21-0
BG lead to completely evaporate to 2421 and spill into overtime. However, the
Falcons' ability to hang tough on both
sides of the ball allowed them to win the
game in overtime.
On Saturday, Michigan State presented an even bigger offensive challenge than Minnesota 67276 football
fans packed Spartan Stadium in East
lansing, with a 55-18 drubbing of
Alabama-Birmingham the week before
fresh in their minds.
Throughout the game. BG would
Show MSU that it was a far cry from a
matchup with UAB.
For the second week in a row, the
Falcons hung tough on defense, making
the Spartans work for every first down,

EAST LANSING — I'd hate to
sugarcoat any loss. So would
BG coach Gregg Brandon.
"There's no consolation in
losing.'' Brandon said.
Not in the standings or the
statistics. But the Falcons
made some serious strides in
the past two games and they
know it.
Two weeks ago, BG football
was in lhe dog house. They'd
just come off a 4-8 season. Now
it's come out of a challenging
start to its schedule with a 1-1
record and a whole new attitude.
"We've got a pretty good lootball team here. We've got a lot
of guys that play with passion,"
said defensive lineman Sean
O'Drobinak. "If you've got 11
guys who've got heart and soul
and desire, I'm going to take
those II guys over standout
players any day."
He's got a point. They may
not have come through to win
the game this week, but the
Falcons were making plays in
key situations.
Five of their six third-down
conversions came on touchdown drives. Both scores came
on third down plays. On top of
that, the defense made some
huge stops throughout the
course of the game.
Alas, the Spartans were just
too much.
"They had playstation guys,
that's what they looked like,"
Brandon said. "|BG| played
with heart but that just wasn't
enough today."
The Falcons haven't looked
this good in a while. They
went toe-to-toe with two Big
Ten teams and came out with
minimal damage.
When you're playing against
bigger, stronger opponents
and staying within striking
distance at all times you're in
pretty good shape.
As
a
Mid-American
Conference team you don't
have many other choices. You
could schedule Gardner-Webb
for your opener or TennesseeMartin (blatant shot at Ohio
University).
1 think I'll always prefer the
former. BG knows what they
have right now. Ohio does not.
What do they expect from their
team after seeing them beat up
on some lower-tier team?
Wouldn't you rather have
the prospect of beating a good
team rather than lose to a bad
team?
"The thing that we'll take
from this week and last week is

See DEFENSE | Page 7

See FALCONS | Page 6

The Browns just couldn't
quite get it tight yesterday.
They fell hard to the Steelers

■•mm

34-7. See more | Page 6

Wolverines, Irish
looking for answers
in this week's
matchup
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The two teams need to
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find why they've been
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unsuccessful gong into iheir
game Saturday. See more
|Page7

TENNIS
Federer cruises for
12th major at U.S.
Open
Yet another win for the Swiss
sensation. See more | Page 7
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SCHEDULE

JORDAN FlOWEEt
COME ON DOWN: Tyler SHeehan is taken down by Michigan States Ogemdi Nwagbuo during Saturdays game.

TODAY
Women's Golf:
at Northern Illinois; All day

Offense clicks

OUR CALL

early, can't

1997 - Mark McGwire joins

adjust late

Babe Ruth as the only players

SCORING SUMMARY

Defense
toughens up,
hurt by deep ball

FIRST QUARTER
3:20- Javon Ringer 4-yard run (kick good) 7-0 MSU
SECOND QUARTER
14:10- Tyrone Pronty 23-yard pass from Tyler Sheehan (kick
good) 7-7
10:26- Tyler Sheehan 6-yard run (kick good) 14-7 BG
7:06- Kellen Davis 7-yard pass from Brian Hoycr (kick good)
14-14

By Chrii Voloschuk

to hit 50 HRs in 2 consec
years.

Assistant Sports Editor
THIRD QUARTER
9:59- Jehuu Caulcrick 5-yard run (kick good) 21-14 MSU
1:37- Simsa Vrvillo 31-yard field goal 21-17 MSU

By Bill Bordowick

Reporter

1992 - Bud Selig becomes
interm commissioner of
baseball.
1974- Lou Brock ties (104)
and then sets (105) baseball's
stolen base mark.
1972 - 20th Olympic games
close at Munich, German FR.
1966 - Muhammad Ali
TKOs Karl Mildenberger in
12 rounds for heavyweight
boxing title.

The List
The BG News presents five
reasons to be excited that it's
football season.

1. Fantasy: Back before
this little game started, no
one watched the late games

Three yards and a cloud of dust it is
not. No longer is the offense a crutch
for BG football team.
The team proved Saturday against
MSU that even while taking a 2817 defeat, the offense looks to have
turned things around from last year.
Last year, the Falcons had to gel
away from their normal offensive
philosophy of spreading the defense
out and picking it apart through the
pass because of a lack of experience
and the reliance on youth at the skill
positions.
last year's offense focused on running the ball much more than teams
of the past.
While the team effectively ran the
ball last year, they had an inconsistent
passing threat and opposing defenses
crowded the line, daring the Falcons
to pass.
With Tyler Sheehan stabilizing the
quarterback position, teams can no

FOURTH QUARTER
12:23- Devin Thomas 17-yard pass from Hoyer (kick good) 2817 MSU

JORDANFLOWER

rWBGWWS

HAM EFFORT: BG's Cody Baslcr (45). Jahmal Brown (24). and Kenny Lewis
(21) combine to bring down Michigan Slates Javon Ringer

See OFFENSE: Pace 6

until they had the Ravens'
defense.

2. Tailgating: What
better reason to drink a few
pops in the morning than
football.

3. More sports all
around: With baseball
taking up most sports news
coverage until football starts,
you've got a limit on what you
can enjoy.

4. Upsets: Can you
believe the amount already
this season? Appalachian
State was just the beginning.

5. Same sport,
different day: High
school games on Fridays,
collegiate games Saturday
and then the NFL on
Sundays. Does it get much
better than that in any sport?

Ladwig, Walker tie
for first at Purdue

Falcons split weekend
By Jordan Cravens
Reporter

By Kevin Bcrgcr

Despite a long weekend of traveling, the women's soccer team
managed to turn out a win yesterday against Murray State
after dropping a 4-0 decision to
Kentucky in Friday's action.
After losing the Kentucky
match, "the goal became to
split," BG coach Andy Richards
said.
"Anytime you are on the road
against a good team, it is always
a good win," he said of the win
against Murray State.
In the Kentucky match, defensive errors cost the Falcons the
match, who managed a handful
of scoring opportunities against
the Wildcats.
"It was very disappointing
|the loss], 1 think we created a
lot of problems for ourselves,"
Richards said.
Despite the sub-par defensive
efforts, Richards was pleased
with his team's offense in
Friday's game.
"We proved that we can play

Reporter

JORDAN FLOWtR

"HE BC NEWS

USE YOUR HEAD: Jen Czapka(19) heads a ball over Moiehead State's Linsey Seefanni during an Aug. 25 game

against anyone with all the created opportunities," Richards
added.
Freshman Jackie Tamerlano
earned her marks in the match,
making her first collegiate start.
"She has been working very
hard and has been impressive
in our first two games, so we
decided to give her the start,"
Richards said.

Christy Zabek split time at
the goal with Tiffany Hansen,
with Zabek at goal-keeper the
first half and Flansen the second half.
Recovering from the four-goal
loss, the Falcons moved on from
Lexington, Ky., to Murray, Ky.,
where they rebounded to gain
See SOCCER | Page 6

The BG men's golf team didn't
waste any time.
In their first match of the season, the men tied for first place
and two of the players shared
first place individually.
"We did awesome," said head
coach Garry Winger. "I'm very
proud of the guys."
The Falcons tied Michigan
for first place at the Purdue
Midwest Shootout in West
I.afayette,Ind.,onSaturdaywith
a total score of 293. Team captain lace Walker and Andrew
Ladwig shared a first place tie
with a score of 71 apiece.
"It was a really good performance altogether," ladwig
said.
However, this was no easy
task.
En route to their first-place
finish, the team had to go up
against some of the best golf
schools in the country, includ-

GOOD WEEKEND
TOUGH COMPETITION:
The Falcons squared off with
Michigan, Arizona. Kent State
and Southern Methodist.
FIRST PLACE: Both Andrew
Ladwig and Jace Walker tied for
first place. The Falcons also tied
for first as a team with Michigan.

ing Mid-American Conference
power Kent State; Arizona, a
NCAA tournament finalist: and
Southern Methodist, a team
that reached the NCAA regionals.
"This was as good as it gets,"
Winger said.
On the front nine, Walker
shot an impressive 35 and
Ladwig finished with a 37. The
back nine brought an even par
for Walker, who finished with
a 71. Ladwig went 3-under on
the last nine holes, reaching a
See GOLF I Page 6
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OFFENSE
From Page 5
longer just load up on (he run.
In Saturday's contest, Sheehan
completed 32 of 50 [lasses for 295
yards and one touchdown.
"Tyler Sheehan did a nice job."
MSU coach Mark Dantonio said.
"You have to give than a lot of
credit, and coach Ciregg Brandon
a lot of credit."
Sheehan now has a slew of pass
catchers to thrtnv the hall to — a
concept that was very unfamiliar
to the team last year.
Whether it is Corey Partridge,
h'reddie Barnes, Derek Brighton
or Marques Parks from the ;\ klc
receiver position or Willie Geter
and Eric Ransom out of the badefield, Sheehan knows of the type
of playmakers the Falcons have,
and through the first two games,
he has gotten them the ball.
Barnes led the team in inch
ing by pulling in nine catches for
80 yards. Brighton and Geter followed closely behind with seven
catches each for 67 and 41 yards
respectively.
Barnes seems to have really
found a position for the Falcons
as he stepped up for the injured
Partridge. Brighton also stepped
up in Partridge's absence after

SOCCER
From Page 5
the win.
In the Murray State match,
the Falcons struck once, which
proved to he all they needed to
hold onto the victory.
Scoring the lone goal for Bti
was Faith luillerai, assisted by
Stacey Lucas in the second hall
of play.
"Twenty-five minutes into
the second half, we really
played some great soccer," said
Richards, who added ii was during that span of time when the
team manufactured its goal.
Keeping things up on the
defensive end was Zabek at
goalkeeper, recording the shutout on the match.
Also making her first collegiate start in the Murray State

having a rocky first week against
Minnesota.
"I've always had confidence in
him," Sheehan said, "lie's actually my roommate, so I know him
real well, lie's a real quick player,
so he got both passes. He just got
in the right place at the right time,
seems like all night, all day."
The Falcon offense was clicking on all cylinders during the
first half when the Falcons scored
11 pnintsunavcry stingy Spartan
defense
The two Falcon touchdown
drives were because of the
improvisation of Sheehan. The
first was on a scramble to the
right in which Sheehan threw
a tight spiral in between two
Spartan defenders to a leaping
Tyrone Pronty from the Spartan
23-yard line.
The second Falcon touchdown
came when Sheehan found
nobody open and ran it in from
the Michigan State 6-yard line.
The touchdown run came
after two unsuccessful runs from
Anthony turner (a play in which
the team had great success on in

last week's game).
Both plays came on crucial
third down conversions. Overall
for the game, the Falcons were
6-of-l7 on third downs.
The one area of concern for
game was freshman Alicia
Almond, who was both surprised and humbled in receiving the start.
"It was exciting, but I was very
nervous, too, but it was fun and
something I have always wanted," Almond said.
"With a collegiate start, you
are getting (scholarship) money
to play. It is more serious and
people depend on you more,"
said Almond in comparing a
high-school start with a collegiate start.
Almond also experienced her
first long road trip.
"It's just been a really long
weekend, but we have all been
trying to stay motivated," she
said.
After a weekend road trip, the
Falcons will return to play on
their home field at 5 p.m. Friday
against Wright State.

First Downs
Rushes-Yards
Passing Yards
Comp.-Att.
Interceptions
Total offensive yards
Fumbies-lost
Penalties-Yards
Punts-Yards
Tims of Posssssion
Third Down
Fourtff Down
Rsd Zone Scores
Sacks
Fisld Goals

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

BG

MSU

20
25-43
295
30-51
2
342
2-1
4-34
7-280
3004
6/17

20
41-142
250
17-29
2
392
1-1
3-26
6-250
29:56
5/12
0/0
4/7
7
0/1

V
2/2
1
'/2

the Falcons offense would be
the amount of sacks given up on
Saturday. Sheehan was sacked a
total of seven times for a total of
33 yards lost.
The high number of sacks
could have been because of the
adjustments made by the Spartan
defense, which Sheehan knows
the team must be better at realizing.
"They had pretty good coverage," Sheehan said. "They knew
where we were going the second
half, and then we tried to make
adjustments. I hung on to the ball
a couple times, and sometimes
they got through. But that kind of

stuff happens, we just have to get

through.
So in two games, both on the
road in hostile Big Ten environments, the team came away
with a split, winning last week
in Minnesota and putting up
a very good effort in defeat on
Saturday.
The team is averaging 427
yards per game through the first
two games of the season, which
exceeds last year's averages by
more than 80 yards. They are
also averaging about a yard
more per play this season (5.7
yards per play this season, up
from 4.9 last year).

"As a smaller MAC

GOLF

school we don't get a

From Page 5
career-best 71.
Both Walker and Ladwig finished with four birdies.
One of those birdies for ladwig
came after a treacherous rain
delay.
But the team battled through
the tough playing conditions.
"It was real good day,'' Walker
said. "That was the toughest golf
course any of us has played on.
We've never beaten teams like
that before, we are all very excited."
Bowling Green native lohn
Powers finished in 17th place
with a score of 75 (37, 381. Man
Schneider rounded off the day
with a 76 (38, 38), and Russell
Goodwin tied for 69th place with
a score of 81 (37,44).

whole lot of chances

like this."
Andrew Ladwig j BG golfer
"We look forward to these kinds
of tournaments to show what we
can da" Ladwig said. "As a smaller
MAC school we don't get a whole
lot of chances like this, so we have
to go out there and shine."
However, they can't celebrate
too long BG is hosting its invitational this Monday and Tuesday,
Sept. 10 and 11 at Stone Ridge
Golf Club in Bowling Green.
"There's no time to enjoy
this," Winger said. "We have to
go right back out and practice to
get ready for our tournament."

Being single and pregnant
is tough

"We could be playing

FOOTBALL
From Page 5

the Indianapolis Colts

that we can slug it out with the
Big Ten," Brandon said.
BG heads into MAC play this
season with a lot of confidence.
Brandon knows his team is
ready to make some noise.
"They have great heart and
great commitment to this program.''
Tyler Sheehan is probably
one of the biggest reasons the
Falcons are confident. His 295
yards passing kept the Falcons'
heads above water until late in
the game.
He wasn't satisfied with
a close loss though, lust like
Brandon, he thought they
should win any game they
would play.
"We could be playing the
Indianapolis Colts and I'd think
we had a shot to win," Sheehan

and I'd think we had a
shot to win."
Tyler Sheehan | BG quarterback
said with a smile.
So now we embark upon a
MAC season in two weeks with
a much different outlook.
It's a competitive conference,
but the Falconshaveproved that
they've got as good a chance as
anyone to win the East.
Brandon's team has turned
some heads, and you'd only
think that the rest of the MAC
East will take these games as
a warning of what's to come.
He's pretty confident that the
conference knows the Falcons
are back.
"Well, they'd better," he said.

Browns spanked in
opener by Steelers 34-7
By Tom Wlthera
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — As the Steelers
huddled around him, Mike
Tomlin was presented with a
game ball following his first
game as Pittsburgh's coach.
The Cleveland Browns handed him win No. I much earlier.
In their first game in 15
years without iconic coach Bill
Cowher stalking the sideline,
the Steelers blitzed, battered
and bullied their way to a 34-7
win over the hapless Browns,
whose season opener couldn't
have gone much worse.
Ben Roethlisberger threw a
career-high four touchdown
passes as Pittsburgh built an
early 17-0 lead and rolled for
Tomlin, the easy-going 35-yearold former defensive coordinator who shares Cowher's passion — not his volcanic personality.
"This win is not about me,"

Birch Run Golf Club
(My 10 Minutee trom Campus!
2 miles off 1-75 Soutti in

getting help M

North Baltrnore on St Rt 18

MARK DUNCAN

A» PHOTO

SACK OF POTATOES: Cleveland
Browns quarterback Charlie Frye (9) is
sacked by Pittsburgh Steelers linebacker
James Farrior (51) in the first quarter ol
yesterday's game.

Tomlin said. "This is the story
of the 2007 Steelers."
And it began the way other
seasons have, with a romp over
the Browns, whose complete
See BROWNS I Paqe 1
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Federer takes U.S
Open for No. 12

THEBGNEWS SUDOKU

7

1
3
2

I0NY DING
WHAT'S GOING ON?: During a timeout. Michigan guarterback Chad Henne (7)
struggles with pain Irom an injury during Saturdays 59-7 loss to Oregon.

ELISf. AMENDOIA ! AP PHOTO

"I don't know," Federer said. "I
hope more than Pete."
this one was a close call. The
20-year-old Djokovic was in his
first Slam final, yet he led (>-"> in
each of the opening two sets.
In the first, he held Bve set
points. In the second, he held
two.
Federer erased all of those.
showing the craft and cool that
have allowed him to hold the
No. I ranking for the past 188

Saturday's 39-7 loss to Oregon.
"Not a loss to Appalachian
State. Not a loss to (Iregon. Ni it
100 losses. And. not the loss of
my job. I think the same thing
can be said for our team."
The Fighting Irish have
struggled to make first downs
and turned to a freshman
quarterback to solve the problems — the biggest of which
is zero offensive touchdowns
in two games. Coach Charlie
U'eis doesn't want to call it a
rebuilding vear, though if it's
not than the Irish icallv are in
big trouble.
On Saturday in the Big

In the end, about the only category Djokovic won on this day
was "Most Intriguing Guests."

with 2006 Open championMaria
Sharapova — "just a friendship,"
lie said - and actor Robert De
Niro sharing a box with his parents in the stands.

of lamer Chuck Noll in 1992.
Pittsburgh dominated in all
phases, forcing five turnovers
and recording six sacks.
"We were expecting a lot
more," said Browns coach
Romeo I rcnnel. who dropped
to 1-12 against AFC North teams
and is winless in five cracks at
the Steelers. "We dug ourselves
a tremendous hole, and in the
NFL when you dig yourself a
hole, it's hard to get out. We're not
good enough to overcome a hole
as deep as we dug."
Crennel recently received an
unsolicited vole of confidence
from general manager Phil
Savage. Bui all the back slaps in
the world won't help lite thirdyear coach unless he wins.
By the end of the third, the
Steelers led 31-7 and disgusted
Browns fans fled as a steady rain
further dampened what they
had hoped would be a better
beginning for a leant (hat has
had just one winning season
since 1999.
That
year,
the Steelers
stomped the Browns 43-0 in
Cleveland's expansion return,
a thumping that led to rookie
quarterback Tim Couch being

From Page 6
breakdown on an early punl set
the tone for another embarrassing day of turnovers, sacks and
ineptitude.
lomlin did his best to hide
his emotions, but he was clearly
moved by the Steelers' outpouring of respect following the
game.
"You can see the excitement
in his eyes," Roelhlisberger said.
"He really doesn't get rah-rah.
As a player you like thai. He's
calm. You don't have to worry
about getting yelled at or spit on
or getting stuff thrown at vou."
Willie Parker rushed lor 109
yards as Pittsburgh started the
Tomlin Fra with the kind of
bruising victory that typified
Cowher's tenure in the Steel
City. Cowher went 21-5 against
the Browns, but Tomlin did
something even his iron-jawed
predecessor couldn't: beat
Cleveland in his first meeting.
Cowher, who left the Steelers
in January to become a TV analyst, lost his first game against
the Browns after replacing I Kill

m

No sport induces panic quite
like college football, where
one loss crcalis a crisis and
two can be catastrophic. At
Michigan anil Noire Dame,
the first two weeks of the
season have caused quite a
calamity.
The Wolverines can't slop
anybody. Their quarterback
is hurt. Their star running
back is guaranteeing victories.
Their coach is under fire.
"I here is nothing that can
keep me down," Michigan
coach Lloyd Carr said alter

beating them in the finals."

BROWNS

^

The Associated Press

handed the starter's job before
he or the team was ready.
The Browns, who have lost
eight in a row and 14 of 15 to
Pittsburgh, could he faced with
a similar decision.
Crennel benched starting
quarterback Charlie Frye in the
first half. Frye went 4-idr-10 for
34 yards, threw an interception
and held the ball way UK) long
while being flushed from the
pocket.
Derek Anderson came in and
didn't do much better, but he
did throw a I yard ID pass to
Ijwrence Vickers to avoid a
shutout.
And while their team was
being dismantled, Browns fans
periodically broke into chains
for rookie Brady Quinn, who
was designated the team's No.
3 quarterback but could soon be
elevated lo No. 1.
Crennel said he would have lo
watch game film before deciding on his starter for next week
against Cincinnati.
The Steelers have no such worries. Roelhlisberger, determined
to put a sub-par 2006 behind
him, went 12-of-23for 161 yards.
He threw two I'D passes iii the

TIRE SALE

TIRES

the digits 1 to 9.There is no

House, the plights of None
Dame anil Michigan intersect.
For the winner there will be
hope and the prospeel of salvaging a season, I or the loser,
panic turns to despair.
For just a moment though,
lets put aside the panic and
irrationality that conies with
it and put to the problems in

some desperately needed pas
sion into the Wolverines. Carr,
often criticized for being loo
set in his ways, was praised lor
giving the program a needed
jolt of change.
I hen Michigan losl lo Ohio
Stale for the third consecutive
season and losl the Hose Bowl
for the third time in four seasons and a great season was

tarnished,
The good news was there
was plenty of hope heading
into 2007 wilh the return of
quarterback Chad Henne,
running hack Mike Hart and

offensive tackle Jake Long.
first quarter and two more in the
third for the Steelers, who stai Ied last season 2-6 and missed
the playoffs one year after win

ning the Super Bowl,
"There wasn't much I didn't
like." lomlin said. "I guess a lew
penalties. We could have played
the game a little cleaner."
The Browns imploded shortly
alter kickolf.
On their first fourth down,
newly signed Cleveland punter
Paul Fmster let the snap slip
through his hands before scrambling to gel off a 15-yarder.
Cleveland was whistled for
four infractions — two holds.
an illegal formation and having
a man downfield — on the play
and the Steelers scored moments
later when Roelhlisberger hit
I lines Ward on a 5-yardet.
The romp was on.
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DEFENSE
From Page 5
every score. The game was closer
than the 28-17 final.
"(Xir guvs played with a ton of
heart," brad coach (iregg Brandon
said. "They kept hilling and sticking, and even got us the hall hack
at the end."
After giving up a total of 239
total nishing yards to Amir Pinnix
and Adam Weber a week ago, the
Falcons came into Saturday's game
looking lo stop the nm more efficiently, which they did. They held
the MSU power-running duo oi
lavon Ringer and lehtiu ('.ink ink
lo a total of 136 yards, more than
100 yards less than a week before.
Our game plan vv-as lo stop the
nm, make ihein beal us with die
I i.rssii ig game." said defensive lineman Sean O'Drobinak. "The) re a
Big Ten football team, and they
strive on power run, power run.
That vv-as our main goal, to stop
it."
With the MSU running game
held in check for most of the game.
quarterback Brian Hover had to
deliver in the passing game to lead
his team to a win. After giving up
only 188 yards through the air
to the Golden Gophers in week
one, the falcons surrendered 250
yards and two touchdowns to the
Spartans Saturday.
Big plays were key at the Incli-
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Sufohu anil win iirizes at-

ning nl the game.uul in the second
11-ill. MSU wideout Devin Thomas
caught a I lover pass for 76 yards
laic in the first quarter. The huge
gain set up the Spartans' first
touchdown, making it 7-0.
Midway through the third quarter, Thomas hauled in another
deep pass for a 42-yard gain, setting up another score. MSU would
not relinquish its lead after going
up2l-14.
liven in a tough loss, there were
still plenty of positives to look at.
linebacker lohn llanelinecontinued tocomcupbigvvith lOtackles,
a sack and a forced fumble. As
a whole, the falcons forced three

MSU turnovers,
111! held ils own defensively for
most of the game, and went into
halltime lied at 14. Going into a
bye week with die home opener
against temple and the start of
Mid-American Conference play
inching closer, there are plenty of
things to build on.
"We have to get ready for MAC
play." Brandon said, "They wen!
fighting through the end."
"There were two plays (by
Thomas], He made a freak catch
at one end and another down at
the other end. He ran by us, he
out-jumped us, and made two
great plays. Thai's it. I don't think
then' was anything they executed
offensively other than the two big
plays," he said.
"Still, we had our chances."

TdlUtt to think we got the bad
one out of our system." Browns
wide receiver loe lurev icius.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

1000 S OF TIRES IN STOCK AND SALE PRICED!
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Just use logic to solve

perspective.
Let's Stan with Michigan.
For the first II weeks of
last season, the Wolverines
appeared to be goingthrough a
renaissance of sorts. Michigan
vvasiuulcl'catctl. New defensive
coordinator Ron Fnglish was
being credited vvilh injecting

7
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8 6 9
I tr S

guessing or math involved.

By Ralph D. Ruaso
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and every 3x3 box contains

falling on hard times

5

9

6
5 1

so that every row, column

Michigan, Notre Dame

6

8 4

To play: Complete the grid

weeks, the longest run ever.
"My next hook is going to
be called, Seven Set Points,'"
Djokovic said, flashing the same
sort of humor he displayed when
he did on-court impersonations
of other players after his quarterfinal victory.
On a more serious note, the
No. :i-seedcd Djokovic said of
Federer: "Once again, he showed
he's the best."
In Djokovic. Federer was facing the only man to beat him
over the past three months,
but that was in early August at
Montreal, not early September
at New York, and in a (irand
Slam tuneup, not (he real deal.
So, not just talented with
a racket but prescient, loo,
I ederer pretty much predicted
what would transpire. Shortly
before walking out for vester
day's match, he said knowingly,
"It'll he interesting to see how he
handles the final."
Sure was.
Afterward. Federer spoke
about having enjoyed getting
another shot at Djokovic.
"New guys challenging me
this is my biggest motivation
out there," federer said "Seeing
them challenging me, and then

9
3
8

6
2
8

SUDOKO

ONCE AGAIN: Novak Djokovic left, of Serbia poses with Roger Fedeier of Switzerland
after Federer won the mens finals at the U.S Open tennis tournament in New York yesler-

N EW YORK—Roan Pedeter sure
gave Novak Djokovic chances,
plenty of chances, to pull off a
major upset in the U.S. Open
final.
Federer knows how to win
these things, while Djokovic is
still learning, and that made
the difference yesterday. Hardly
at the top of his game, Federer
came through, heating Djokovic
7-6 HI. 7-(> (2|, 6-4 for his fourth
consecutive U.S. Open championship and 12th Grand Slam
title overall.
Federer is the first man since
Bill Tilden in the 1920s to win
the American Grand Skim four
years running, and. still only 26
years old. he moved within two
of Pete Sampras'career record of
14 major titles.
"I think about it a lot now.''
Federer said of Sampras' mark.
"To come so dose at my age is
fantastic, ami I hope to break
it."
I low many Slams can he win?

3
5
6

9
4 1

By Howard Fendrich
The Associated Press
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Visit our website at: www theshopsatfallentimbers com
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GRIEVING:
60 nomi ten {
By Kim Gamel

BAGHDAD
llic Iraqi govern
ment defended hs efforts i
lize the country on the evi
U.S. progress repon but
terdayil needs more help and was
not ready foi .i dmetable on the
withdrawal ol American i
Iraq also Issued ,i new appeal
to neighboring rountri n to step
tip assistance ai .i conference
that drew delegates from across
the Middle East and representa
lives ol the U.S.. the U.N. and
the Group of Eiglii industrialized
nations,
foreign Minister Hoshyai
Zebari said bordering countries
had been slow lo fulfill promises
to stein the fknv of fighters and
weapon-, into Iraq.
"There i-> movement but ii has
not reached the level we want oi
hope." lie said.

He urged Syi i and Ionian to
ease restrictions on Iraqis Dying
to enter those countries, today,
Damascus is due lo begin requiring visas tin Iraqis entering the
country for economic trade and
educational purposes, Iraqis near
the border with Syria boarded
buses and crammed theii belong
Ingsinto the luggage holds as the)
tried to beat the deadline,
"Iraq's failure means the failure
of the whole region and no one.
in my opinion, will win as a result

this." Zebari warned. "What is
happening in Iraq and what will
in Iraq will decide the
future ol this region."
I he conference occurred a da)
befon congressional hearings
were lo begin in Washington with
iheii.s Ambassador to Iraq Ryan
I rockei and top commander
Gen, David Petraeus to deliver
. ports .HI Iraq's progress amid a
debate over calls to start bringing
American troops home
The two are expected to |i(iinl
KI sum.' improvements in seen
rirj since this years troop buildup Inn s,i\ thai progress toward
powei -sharing
agreements
Shiites, SunniS and Kurds
has lagged.
Govemmenl spokesman Ml il
Dabbaghsaid Iraqi security forces
have come farbut need more dme
in prepare before thej can lake
ovei ihi'ii own security He pointed to a dei lease in the number ol
kidnappings and other sectarian
attacks but gave no figures.
We feel thai there is progress
on the security side, particularly
in Baghdad," he said. When things
gel better and the security situation gets hciier the Iraqi govemmenl "ill be able to talk about
a timetable," al-Dabbagh mid
reporters,
I he U.S. military, meanwhile,
reported thai an American soldier
i\as killed yesterday in fighting in
western Baghdad. A Marine died
HI

I riday In Iraq's Anbar province in
a non-combal related incident,
the command said.
Al least ii.'i Iraqis also were
reported killed or found dead yes
terday, including 12 bullet-riddled
bodies thai were handcuffed and
blindfolded and showed signs of
torture.
The deadliest attack was a raid
in gunmen against a police sta
lion thai killed at least nine people Police and Witnesses said five
policemen and four civilians were
killed before the attackers were
driven off with the help of residents in the predominantly Sunnl
village of llajaj. some 155 miles
north of Baghdad.
Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki
argued 'that his Shiitedominated govemmenl has made great
strides since he look office in Ma\
2(X):S promising to bring minority

Sunnis into the political process
and stem support for the Insurgency.
"The Iraqi national unity government has achieved great
victories in different fields as il
works seriously to improve the
economic situation, and has
achieved major results despite
the major economic destruction
thai we Inherited from the former
regime," he said in opening Huso-called neighbors' conference.
Zebari warned the violence
could spill across Iraq's borders

into other nations,

"Imagination i.i the only limit to what we
,III

hofv lo have in the future. "

QUOTE OF THE DAY

Charles F. Kettering
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Travels by glider
Support-line staff
Bring up the rear
Muslim women's quarters
Kind of daisy
Sick
Who Knows?
Vocalize displeasure
Ripe tor marriage
Summer shade
Samovars
List ender
Motley collections
Plymouth Colony leader
_ Paulo
Feel unwell
Wolfs shelter
Stoneworker
Who knows?
Must have
Relaxed state
Impress greatly

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
The B<; N«vs Mill noi -tumm^U
accept .KIM ii' mi
inau*. or encourage discrimination
again*, i an\ individual or group on
the bttlfe ol i II ii so*
religion, national
enlalion. dlsalillfr
er.ni. tn mi ihe basis i»l an) other
legally prolecied sialus.

Services Offered

Help Wanted

BriieWhite Protesssional Teeth Whitening using blue light - only $299
Call353-6394

Attention Part Time Work. Si 5.25
base-appt, customer sales/service,
no exp nee, conditions apply, all
ages 17+, call now 419-865-5150. or
apply on Itneat
.vwv. worklorsiudents.com

Personals
Doc's - 18265 Main St Tontogany
TUES 30 cent wings
WEDS dollar burgers
THURS laco night
FRKE KITTENS' 2 cute & playful (M
& F) 12 wks litter trained, neutered
w/shots 419-832-2203 Will deliver

Travel
Spring Break 2008 Sell Trips. Earn
Cash and Go Free Call lot group
discounts. Best Prices Guaranteed!
Into/Reservations 1 -800-648-4849
MOffW-StStrav?! < uni

Mirage Salon 419-354-2016
Mention this ad and receive special
haircut prices on first visit only mens
clipper cuts S6. ladies hair cuts $14
and S10 oil highlights

Wanted

met

, BY THE BOTTLE

HALF PRICE
WITH

DINNER

EVERY

n

Subleaser Needed! Enclave I apt
avail lor sublease 1 male occup to
ftll vacancy of 4 man apt Furn., $324
mo, plus util Call Kyle 419-206-0985

f

Babysitter wanted-evenmgs 5 30-9
M-Th for 3 great girls ages 2-11. Prefer Educ, major or other w. exp. Call
Laura at 419-352-0834 Own transp
required.
Care Provider/STNA
The Heritage has a reputation for
providing a superior standard of care
lo our clients The Heritage is currently looking for care providers that
can uphold our reputation. Resumes
and Applications currently accepted
Monday through Friday 10am to 3pm
Contact: Misty Dimlck. Heritage
Corner Senior Campus. 1069 Klotz
Rd. Bowling Green OH 43402.
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them www AdCarClub com
Child care needed. Flex, schedule, in
our non-smoking Perrysburg home
Reliable transp & ref req. & must
like pets
bethweststamps@yahoo.com

32 Rooms fluailable!!

Use your package'at any of our locations
THE HEAT
904 E. Woostei
419-352-3588

5 beds, 1 booth
closest to campus

PHopc 419-353-2277

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N Main
17 beds. 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appl. needed

Cuban export
Scrub again
Gerommo's tribe
Rustic
Not likely
Two-footed animal
Part of USNA
Son of Jacob
Holm oak
London subway
Barbecue
Cable channel
sequitur
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SIS Win waastar Bawling Craan

Parents suspected in child's kidnapping
By Rob Harris
The Associated Press

ROTHLHC England —A British
couple named as suspects in lludisappearance of tlu-ir I year-old
daughter niunied home yesterday and the mother told a new.
paper thai Portuguese police
pressured her to confess thai she
had killed the girl accidentally and
hid the Ixxly.
In a surprise twist in the fourmonlli-oki case. Getty anil Kate
McCann were formally named
suspects in their daughter
Madeleine^ disappearance Riday
when police sitid they found traces of hkxxl in the couple's car
in southern Portugal, when- they
had been on vacation.

Alter Ix-ing interrogated sepa
rater) for hours Saturday the
McCains Hew hack to Ingland
with their 2-year-old twins and
drove to their house in the \il
lageof Rothley, I(K) miles north of
London, escorted In police and
met by scores of (ournaUsts
Gerry McCann said it was
heartbreaking to come home
without his daughter, despite an
extensive effort to find her.
"Ii diu-s not mean we are giving
up the search for her.'' he said, his
\ nice shaking.
Addressing the police siis
pit ions ol him and his wife he
added: "We haw played no |xirt

In the disappearance of our lovely
daughter Madeleine."
In an interview with die Sunday

Minor newspaper, Kate McCann
said Portuguese police had
pushed her to confess that she
had killed Madeleine accidentally,
then hid her body and pretended
the girl had been abducted in a

massive cover-up
" lliey are basically saying, If
you confess Madeleine had an
accident, and that 1 panicked and
hid the Ixxly in a liag for a month
then got riii of it in a hire car, I'd
get two or three years suspended
sentence.' " she was quoted as
telling the paper after her first
poMce interrogation.
in a separate Interview Gerry
McCann said he was concerned
that their treatment indicated
I'ortuguese police wen- mulct
intense pressure lo solve the case.

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

IBARTENDING' up to S300/day No

WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human service
needs ol the disadvantaged is seeking qualified individuals lor the following positions:
Teacher - Bowling Green - T/BG/H
M: Responsible lor the operation ol a
classroom m a center in compliance
with all policies, procedures, licensing, and lundmg requirements Required Bachelor's degree in Early
Childhood Education: one to three
years experience in early childhood
development: up to one year experience working with word processing,
spreadsheet. Internet and database
software Year-round. Full-time.
$11 55/hr.
Teeicher Assistant - Bowling

GOOD CONDITION
2 stereo speakers 36" S75 apiece
Call 419-352-7872

Child care center now hiring care
givers for days. eves., weekends
Send resume or apply in person. 580
Craig Dr.. Suite 2. Perrysburg OH
43551 mfo@kidzwatch.net
Franciscan Earth Literacy Center in
Tiflin is now recruiting 2 candidates
(1 FT & 1 PT) to serve in outdoor
education through Americorps of NW
Ohio. Primarily teaching and children
in grades K-6 Previous experience/
education is preferred. Volunteer
Salary, benelits. training and tuition
awards are provided. Call Mike Conner at 419-448-7485
LIFEGUARD: FT or PT. Must have
current Lifeguard. CPR and First Aid
Ceitilication Varied hours. Primarily
alternoon and evening shifts. Position will be year round employment
Water Service Instructor Certification
preferred. Sunshine offers excellent
benelits. quality on-going training
programs, competitive wages and
potential for growth. Apply in person
at Sunshine Inc ol NW Ohio. 7223
Maumee-Western Rd.. Maumee OH
43537 Applications accepted Mon Fri., 8am-4pm. For more inlormation
and to learn about additional employment opportunities, please call
419-794-1368 or visit
www work4sunshine.org LOf

assisting teachers with the daily operations of a classroom in a center in
compliance with all policies, procedures, licensing and funding requirements. Required high school diploma
or GED and commitment to obtain
CDA within two years ol meeting the
professional development program
eligibility requirements; up to
one-year experience in early childhood development; up to one-year
experience with word processing and
Internet software. Seasonal, part
time. avg. 25 hrs/wk, $8.15/hr.
Send resume indicating which position applying loi by September 21.
2007 to: WSOS CACAItn: HR-(lndlcate position). PO Box 590. Fremont. OH 43420 Affirmative Action
Emptoyer-M/F/Vet/Disab.
Yoko Japanese Restaurant Servers,
hostesses needed. Apply in person
at 465 W. Dussell Dr Maumee OH
43537

For Rent
(S300 mcl util | Ret. teach Share
house w/ professor/grad stdt Lg
older BG home 4 bdrms 2 w b.f p..
wood lot. out bldgs. Pymt. neg. Lv.
msg 419-241-1200, ext 1214
" Avail now Rooms $225 mo. 4
bdrm free internet cartyrentals com
Call 419-353-0325
2 bdrm apartments avail immed.
Shod term possible. Pets allowed.
419-409-1110.
3 bdrm house S apt on Manville
next to water tower
419-352-5239
854 8th St 1 bdrm . full kitchen, lots
ol parking $400 mo & elec No pets
9 S 12 mo lease (419)392-3354
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
2 or 1 bdrm. at 800 Third St.
Call 419-354-9740
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester & yr. long teases
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet.
Call 419-352-1520.
wwwJiycKeyeinnandstufliQS.corn
Ideal for faculty/staff & orsm family.
3 bdrm., appl., A/C. WD hook-up. No
pets/smoking 419-261-2038

ravNjDMTiuwron
Call for details

KSMMMMZM
1 Week Free

1 Bedrooms:
Studios: from $309
1 Bedrooms: (rom $435

$20 piercinp include jewelrj'*
Largest selection of body jewelry"
Buy 2 get one free on all jewelry*

2 VISITS F0RS5

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMA T
993 S Main
5 beds. 2 booths
419-353-8826
appl. available
163 South Main • BtnvliiiK Green
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HIGHSPEED DSL

Tan for as low
THE
month
TANNING as $15■'It'ammimun
with a credit card
CENTER
up i mi;
Ztrur* U, i«e TOO

Apple computer
Singing voices
Add salt to wounds
Fathomless
Army group
Chick
Watches for
Get handed a bum
Who knows?
Go
(freak outl
Cry of appreciation
"Come Back. Little
English corp. letters
Singer K.T
Spell-caster

')

exp. necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 exl 174

e BG News
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Front of a calf
Diamond Head locale
Part of U.A.E.
Comment on
Small silvery fishes
As well
Depart
Fragrant conifer
Serengeti stalkers
Sailor's milieu
Scales sign
Beside
Luster
With a deft touch
WWII menace
Car buyer's option
Ill-smelling
Conrad or Barbara
Ceremony
Different
Rudner and Moreno
Put down new grass
Planted, as grass
"Typee" sequel
Tidings
Plead guilty
Oz entrance exams
Do over again

CA.Peti

i We pay your sales tax!!

On «t«Launipy
Prtnti Entrmct/Patto
mort Term IMMI ft*
4IB-KZ-7M1

E>

mvspace.com /steeladdictions
Q2-1990—
3932 SecorRd. Toledo, Oh

Fatti -'-■ k tnfinitt Art
WVW.iatattOO.COn

